


Srishti stands for creation, and has been referred since time immemorial to 
the creation of the world by Brahma. Srishti Publishers was set up with the 
objective of creating a unique set of books to provide unmatched reading 
pleasure to people across the country. In the last twenty-five years, Srishti has 
come a long way, having added myriad feathers to its cap. 

It has not only given a platform to budding, debutant authors, but also made 
quality books available at affordable prices across India. Some of the current 
crop of bestselling authors like Preeti Shenoy, Novoneel Chakraborty, Ajay K 
Pandey, Arpit Vageria, Prachi Garg, Stuti Gupta, J. Rajasekharan Nair, 
Amaresh Ojha, etc., are published under the Srishti banner. 

Today, Srishti has on board children, teens, women and aged people, not just 
as readers, but authors too. With more than five hundred titles to boast of, 
Srishti specializes in publishing books in genres as diverse as 
Autobiography/Biography, Children’s Literature, Culture, Health and fitness, 
History, Fiction, Management, Military, Philosophy, Politics, Self-Help, 
Translations, among various others. 

With the firm faith that everyone has a story to tell, Srishti proudly continues 
to give a platform to budding authors and making their stories heard to the 
world.

BOLD - A mixed bag of premium books that are informative and 
entertaining, with focus on hot topics and a bold voice that cannot 
be subdued.

Cuckoo Tales - The children's imprint, which offers a wide range 
of motivational and adventurous reads for children.

Bluejay - A wider spectrum of self-help and motivational books 
from across the country and the world.



Fiction



WHEN LOVE CAME CALLING
PREETI SHENOY

Puja is 19 – energetic, fiery and confused. 
Arush is 20 – studious, careful and shy. 
When they meet, it’s like East meeting 
West, literally. Despite their stark differenc-
es, they fall in love. But when disaster 
strikes, they are forced to think if love is 
enough. 

An intensely gripping novel on young love, 
dreams and discovery.  

ISBN: 978-9387022911 Pages: 288
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Indian subcontinent, except Hindi

WAKE UP, LIFE IS CALLING

Ankita has fought a mental disorder, and 
survived two suicide attempts. Now in Mumbai, 
everything seems idyllic. Until she discovers a 
book in her college library that consumes her 
and sends her into a terrifying darkness. To 
make matters worse, a past boyfriend 
resurfaces, throwing her into further turmoil.

Will Ankita survive the ordeal again?

Opened at #1 Bestseller on release. A Nielsen Top 10 Bestseller.

Opened at #1 Bestseller on release. Fastest selling YA novel of 2020 in 
the Nielsen Bestseller list.

ISBN: 9789387022607 Pages: 256
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback; Published: April 2019
������������������Indian subcontinent, except Hindi
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PREETI SHENOY

She is among the top five highest selling 
authors in India, and is also on the 

Forbes India longlist of most influential 
people in India. She has a very popular 
blog and her books have been in the top 
10 of HT Nielsen bestseller list for years 
since release. Lakhs of readers have read 
and loved her books till now, which have 
also been translated into many languages 

across the world.

LOVE A LITTLE STRONGER

ISBN : 9789387022133  Pages: 176

It is a heart-warming, hilarious and 
inspiring collection of true anecdotes from 
the author’s life, telling us to Love A Little 
Stronger, no matter what happens.

A Nielsen Bestseller. True stories from the 
author's life

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
�������������������Indian subcontinent,
except Hindi

LIFE IS WHAT YOU MAKE IT 

ISBN : 9789380349305  Pages: 224
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback

The story revolves around Ankita, who has 
a past haunting her like a nightmare. It is a 
story of her struggles, her decisions and 
her will to survive.

In Nielsen Top 10 for almost 10 years, a 
motivational bestseller. More than a million 
copies in print. 

������������������Indian subcontinent,
except Hindi, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Turkish,Telugu, Odia 
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AJAY K PANDEY

THE GIRL IN THE RED LIPSTICK 

Arun is a bestselling author, and the heart-
throb of thousands of readers. While on a 
book promotion tour, he meets Lalita, a 
survivor of human trafficking. 
A single encounter with her makes Arun  
risk everything for her, his own life too. 

The Girl in the Red Lipstick is a charming
story of friendship, life and finding love 
where we least expect to.

ISBN: 9789390441310  Pages: 216
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

A Nielsen Bestseller. Based on true events

Roshan and Soha had given up on their 
love in the face of a religious divide. Now, 
years later, they wish to find a way back 
into love. But this time, they need to fight 
not the society or religion, but their own 
family. 

ISBN: 978-8194790853 Pages: 216
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

EVERYTHING I NEVER TOLD YOU 
#1 Bestseller since release. A Nielsen Bestseller.
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AJAY K PANDEY

He has won the hearts of readers ever since his first 
book released in 2015. Having sold lakhs of copies, 
his books have been translated into other languages 

and continue to leave a mark. 

HER LAST WISH 

Vijay is seen as a loser by the world, but for his wife who 
gives him strength. It is only when he is losing her to 
destiny, that his heart breaks to bits. 

A GIRL TO REMEMBER

ISBN : 9789387022393 Pages: 224

Neel is a self-proclaimed demon, a slave to his desires, 
putting at stake even the purest of relationships for it. 
He first sets his eyes on his widow landlady,until he 
bumps into Pihu.

Opened at ����������������������
���	�A Nielsen 
Bestseller.

Featured in Nielsen Top 10 �ction bestsellers, 
based on a true story

ISBN : 9789382665878 Pages: 216  
MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������World, except Hindi,
Audio-visual rights sold

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World, except Hindi

YOU ARE THE BEST WIFE

ISBN : 9789382665540 Pages: 248

You Are The Best Wife is a story about how people find
true love and comfort in dissimilarities; about how two 
people with absolutely different ideologies meet and fall 
in love.
 

More than 3 lakh readers, true love story 

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������World, except Hindi,Marathi, Chinese 
Audio-visual rights sold
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THE GIRL NEXT DOOR  

ARPIT VAGERIA

ISBN : 978-8194241461 Pages:216

Ishaan is forced to return to his hometown 
after the horrible fight fifteen long years 
ago, when the nation goes under 
lockdown. There, he falls in love with a 
choreographer, who is also the CM’s 
daughter. 

This extraordinary story of love will melt 
your heart and make you believe in the 
power of true love.  

Opened at�������������� in pre-orders. A ������������������	

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World, 
except Hindi

BE MY PERFECT ENDING

ISBN : 9789387022089 Pages:220

Armaan and Sara meet in filmy style and  
cannot help but fall in love. The passionate 
new romance in his life throws everything 
else aside.

Be My Perfect Ending is a story of love
that knows no bounds, of endings that are 
far from ordinary, and new beginnings that 
hold a promise of LOVE. 

������������� on release. A ������������������	

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; 
World, except Hindi
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ARPIT VAGERIA

I STILL THINK ABOUT YOU

ISBN : 9789382665700

A story of love, brotherhood, passion, 
dedication, pain, and the depths to which a 
heart can go to win back lost love. 

A writer of scripts for Indian television, 
he writes romance stories for the sheer 
love of it. Bestselling author of three 
such novels, his next is coming soon, 

with characters that you’ve once loved
.

YOU ARE MY REASON TO SMILE

ISBN : 9789382665885  

Ranbir leaves his high paying job for 
pursuing his passion for writing, but his 
girlfriend leaves him too. 

He is still wondering whether her love was 
true when Pihu walks into his life – like a 
breath of fresh air. Is this the love he has been 
waiting for?

Opened at #1 Bestseller on release. A ������������������	

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:185

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World, 
except Hindi 

Pages:184
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A THING BEYOND FOREVER
NOVONEEL CHAKRABORTY

ISBN : 9788188575674

Dr. Radhika Sharma is what girls of today 
aspire to become. But within, she is broken 
by the sudden death of her first love, Raen. 

When a nine-year-old patient comes under 
her treatment, she finds herself in the 
middle of an unusual situation. 

THAT KISS IN THE RAIN

ISBN : 9789387022638

Pallavi, an air hostess by profession, is 
vivacious and venomous. She is still not 
over her first love, Haasil. 

Haasil is a successful entrepreneur, 
devastated by the loss of his true love. 
Swadha is in love with Haasil. That Kiss 
In The Rain happens when all three are 
touched by the sublime power of love in 
different ways.

Novoneel Chakraborty is the bestselling author of ten romantic thriller 
novels and one short story collection. Popular for his twists, dark plots and 
strong female protagonists, he is also known as the Sidney Sheldon of 
India. 

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World,
except Hindi

Pages: 224

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World, except Hindi

Pages: 240

MORE THAN
1 LAKH

COPIES
SOLD
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NOTHING ELSE MATTERS
VISH DHAMIJA

ISBN : 9789382665793

Luv Singh carries out assassinations for an 
underworld don. One night, he awaits his 
target to climb out of the car and sees his 
target accompanied by a beautiful girl 
Zoya, his college girlfriend. Failing to take 
a shot, he pledges to save her husband. 

NOTHING LASTS FOREVER

ISBN : 9789380349244

Raaj Kumar died in a fire incident, Inspector 
Michael D’Cunha is convinced that it is an 
arson. A close friend of Raaj dies soon after. 
Love, deception, murder, suspense; no secret 
can stay buried.

Vish Dhamija was born and raised in Ajmer, Rajasthan, but his nomadic 
inclinations made him encamped many places. He is currently living in 
Manchester, UK. His first book, Nothing Lasts Forever, a crime thriller, 
was published in 2010 and was long-listed for "Vodafone-Crossword 
Book Award 2011.

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:240

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:272

POPULARLY 
KNOWN 
AS THE 

JOHN GRISHAM 
OF INDIA.
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THE JOURNEY OF OUR LOVE 

THE DIARY OF MY LOVE

ISBN : 9789390441433

Anushkaa and Ayush work together, and are 
trying to chase their dreams. Their lives look 
well-planned when they part ways. But things 
have changed quite a bit when we meet after 
years. This is a motivational story of how they 
pick up lost threads to change their life.

Anushkaa is trying to chase her dreams after 
fate broke her heart. She meets Abhimanyu 
along the way and sparks fly! They fall in love 
with each other’s imperfections. 

"Inspirational, soulful and deeply romantic ..." 
- The Times of India

DEESHA SANGANI

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:208

ISBN : 9788194790815
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World,
 except Hindi

Pages:176

Based on true events

Will love claim Anushkaa's heart again? 
Will she accept Abhimanyu? 

There are many surprises in store for Anushkaa
and Abhimanyu as they venture into 
The Journey of Our Love.
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DEESHA SANGANI 

A LOVE STORY BY DESTINY

ISBN : 9789387022676

Avanni Singh is amazed when she meets 
Kiran Kapoor, her lover’s namesake. But 
even more astonishing is, that his beloved 
shares her name. It seems like some prank by 
fate but becomes an adventure they would 
never forget. 

She is a bestselling author of six books and is based out of Bangalore. She 
is a certified Personal Empowerment Coach, Relationship Affinity 
Coach, a motivational speaker and podcaster.

She is an inspiration for many who want to live their dreams while 
balancing a successful corporate life.

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
����������������� Audio-visual; World

Pages:192
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NOT WITHOUT YOUR LOVE 
ARVIND PARASHAR

MESSED UP! BUT ALL FOR LOVE

ISBN : 9789382665847

Neil and Gauri are a doting young married 
couple, whereas Drishti and Somesh are 
bored of their mundane lives. A meeting 
with Neil and his friends in Cuba changes 
everything. Messed Up! But All For Love.

Opened at #1 Bestseller in pre-orders; bestseller since release

����������
������������

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual;
World, except Hindi

Pages:200

ISBN : 9789390441556

Kabir agrees to go to Afghanistan as a spy, 
but his real motive is to unite with the love 
of his life – Noosh. After multiple setbacks 
and betrayals in a war situaiton, he takes it 
upon himself to fight for love. 

Spread over years, Not Without Your Love 
is a story of unresolved hatred and lasting 
friendships, of suspicions and unwavering 
faith, and of the power of true love that 
beats all odds.

MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:224

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE
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ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE

ISBN : 9789387022423

Neil and Gauri are holidaying in Cuba, 
not knowing that the selfie they send back 
to their daughter in India will be their 
last, before they are attacked by 
mysterious men. 

LOST IN LOVE

ISBN : 9789387022119

Dumped by Arya, Neil was completely 
shattered. Till one fine day, when Gauri 
entered his life.

Arvind Parashar is a best-selling author and painter 
hailing from Dehradun. He has been a corporate leader 
in various firms. He enjoys road trips and gives 
motivational lectures at various educational institutes. 

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:176

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; 
World, except Hindi

Pages:176
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MY TWISTED LOVE STORY
ARUN SINGH

Rohan has loved with all his heart, and his heart 
has been broken mercilessly. He doesn’t know what 
he did wrong and sets out on the road to 
destruction. The entry of an old friend changes 
everything. He undertakes a journey to various 
places, but ends up exploring his innermost self 
instead. Join Rohan as he changes his life around 
by helping others around him.

Arun Singh is an author who loves writing motivational thrillers. They will 
give you goosebumps, at the same time inspiring you to achieve your 
biggest life-goals.

Juhi GP is a marketing executive based in Los Angeles, California. She 
grew up in Mumbai and left for the US for further studies in 2010. 

OUR VIRTUAL LOVE STORY
JUHI GP

What happens when two young players in a video 
game want to team up, not just in the game, but in 
real life too? Read this new-age story of love and 
finding friendship where we least expect to. Set in 
the pacy virtual world, this is a scintillating love 
story.

ISBN : 9789390441884
MRP :  `299/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:184

ISBN : 9789390441808
MRP :  `299/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages: 200
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THE PANIPURI CRIMES 
SB AKSHOBHYA

Sagar Bansal leads a team of six on the path 
of an e-panipuri startup. But all five 
entrepreneurs who earlier ventured into the 
business had died in road accidents. Is the 
death of all five entrepreneurs a 
coincidence? 
The Panipuri Crimes is a thrilling story
weaving together the world of 
entrepreneurship and the murky world of 
crime. 

S B Akshobhya has over twelve years of experience of finding stories in 
data and twenty years of inventing theories and algorithms. This is his 
first thrilling work of fiction.

LOVE BEYOND THE HORIZON 
MADHU VAJPAYEE

When Dr Avni meets her senior Dr Aakash, 
she has no clue that love will blossom in her 
life once again. Together, they wash away all 
the pain their past has given them. That’s 
when fate forces them to choose different 
paths. 

Love Beyond the Horizon is a journey of
unconditional love, longing and how 
sometimes loss leads to a new awakening.  

Madhu Vajpayee did her MBBS and went ahead to pursue MD, Clinical 
Microbiology from AIIMS. She was a faculty at AIIMS before moving to 
Australia.

ISBN : 9789390441228  Pages: 208
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

ISBN : 9789390441211  Pages:216
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

����
������������
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Sumana is a researcher, currently based out of Bangalore, where she 
works with an MNC.

TOGETHER AT LAST 
SUMANA ROY CHOWDHURY

On his eighty-first birthday, Jatin 
Majumdar’s eighteen-year-old chirpy 
neighbour brings back memories of his 
younger days. 
Jatin was an ambitious young man living in 
the newly-independent India. When he met 
the innocent and vivacious Aditi, he saw the 
brighter side of life.

Together at Last is a heart-warming and
electrifying tale of love and loss.

ISBN : 9789390441235  Pages:168 
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World,

MY IMPERFECT LOVE STORY 
SHUBHASHISH KERKETTA

Amyra’s not-so-happening life turned around 
completely when the most desirable man in her 
college reached out to her. Shashank was older, 
but flawless and their relationship bloomed.
With time, in her quest to build the ‘perfect love 
story’ with Shashank, Amyra found her heart 
crushed mercilessly.
This is a poignant story of love, friendship, 
hatred and revenge.

Shubhashish is a fitness freak with an MBA degree, a hopeless romantic 
and a soul that finds tranquility in music and books.

ISBN : 9789390441297  Pages:200
MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World
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THE DAY I BROKE YOUR HEART
PIYUSH GUPTA

Dravya is a politician’s son and enjoys 
immense power. When he falls in love with 
Shagun, his life changes forever. 

In his race to become the chief minister, he 
lost friendship, love and everything he held 
dear. Will he choose power over love?

LET LOVE TAKE OVER 
TOMSON ROBERT

Joshua decided never to be a hero again after 
the tragedy from his teenage days. When his 
toxic boss exploits him and his friends, or in 
the face of challenges his wife encounters, he 
is unable to take a stand for his loved ones.

Let Love Take Over is a riveting story of true
love which overcomes all adversities, and 
challenges the notion of a ‘hero’. 

Tomson is a storyteller who hustles between finding solutions as a 
Management Consultant and inspiring people through his writing.

ISBN : 9789390441280  Pages: 192
MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

ISBN : 9789390441594  Pages:184
MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World
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Dhruv Maloo is a reader, writer, entrepreneur, and a foodie. With the 
knack for storytelling, he is currently heading a content agency in Delhi.

THE COCKTAIL OF LOVE
DHRUV MALOO 

When Samar confesses his love to his best 
friend Ashna, she is perplexed. The 
emotional chaos and career challenges make 
their lives messier. 

When it boils down to choosing between 
friendship and their cherished notions of 
love, what will they go with? 

ISBN : 9789390441792  Pages:200 
MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

ISBN : 9789390441631  Pages: TBD
MRP :  `299/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

LOVE BY CHANCE  
MANSI KASHYAP

Sixteen-year-old Jasmeet Sethi, fondly called 
Jessi, is moving from London to New Delhi with 
her family. Jessi thinks life sucks, until she meets 
Samar Suri, her summertime buddy in New 
Delhi, her next door neighbour and her on and 
off crush. Is there love brewing ?

Mansi Narula Kashyap was born and brought up in New Delhi. She likes 
writing poetry and has earlier penned a psychological thriller and a poetry 
book. 
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STARFISH PICKLE 
BINA NAYAK 

A skilled commercial diver in Goa, Tara 
Salgaonkar is a mystery to everyone around 
her. A strong girl who defies social 
conventions, she is trying to come to terms 
with her dark past. 
Set in the vibrant locales of Goa, Starfish 
Pickle is an adventurous story which 
revolves around the impact of past secrets 
and unconventional life choices.

Bina Nayak is a graphic designer with 28+ years in advertising and 
media, currently working as a communication consultant.

ISBN : 9789390441648  Pages: 280
MRP :  `299/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE

A Goan Adventure

THE GIRL I MET THAT NIGHT 
ZAHIR CHAUHAN

Kabir is working hard to make it big in the 
advertising world. He meets a stranger one 
fateful night and is enamoured by her. 
Anamika is a mystery, and after they meet 
the second time by sheer luck, she 
disappears. 
What is Anamika hiding? Why does Kabir 
care so much for a stranger? Will they meet 
again?

A management graduate from Singapore, Zahir Chauhan is an author, 
screenwriter, and corporate professional. 

ISBN : 9789387022201  Pages:200
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World
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YOU ARE MY LOVE FOREVER

ISBN : 9789390441457

Tarun and Neha go to the same college in 
Shimla and meet in the most dramatic way. 
A touch of love heals old wounds and they 
dream of a happily ever after. When fate 
twists their lives with a scarring hit, only 
love can show them the way. 

You Are My Love Forever is a charming,
heart-warming and irresistible story of the 
power of true love.

THE GIRL I LOVE

AMIT NANGIA

ISBN : 9789387022164

Myra loves Kairav and she does not even 
remember since when. While Myra has loved 
him forever, Kairav cannot seem to see her 
more than a best friend. Will Kairav ever figure 
out a relationship beyond his status, to discover 
the girl he loves? 

Amit Nangia creates brand advertisements by the day and writes romance 
novels by the night. He is a die-hard romantic and believes that love is a 
lot like air. It may be hard to see, but it's in you and all around you.

MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:176
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OUR STORY OF LOVE
KESHAV ANEEL

ISBN : 9789387022645

Paarth is driving his father’s taxi to make ends 
meet.  He picks Upasna from Delhi airport, 
who is studying Automobile Engineering in 
Germany. He didn’t know that their drive 
together was going to be so adventurous. Love 
happened in spite of their social differences, 
but will it last?

THE ONE FROM THE STARS

PROMISE ME A MILLION TIMES

ISBN : 9789380349725

ISBN : 9789382665731

Despite having his family against his passion, 
Vishesh continues to follow the arduous path 
and to worsen things,he is diagnosed with 
Obsessive Compulsive Disorder.

It is a story of dreams, friendship, struggles and 
a will to reconcile every loss. 

Keshav Aneel is a young bestselling author and motivational speaker, 
who is a University Gold Medalist in Parliamentary Debate and a former 
marketing professional.

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; 
World, except Hindi

Pages:176

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:168

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192

FASTEST 
SELLING
DEBUT

AUTHOR
2016
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I THINK I AM IN LOVE
DEVANSHI SHARMA 

ISBN : 9789387022508

Meera is a successful fashion blogger, and 
falls in love with her khadoos best friend, 
Ishaan. Somewhere between walking together 
and getting up together, they find their 
destination, only to realize that the journey 
itself was far better.

IMPERFECT MISFITS

NO MATTER WHAT I DO

ISBN : 9789387022072

ISBN : 9789382665847

Tiasha is a chef by passion, and Aakaash, a witty 
stand-up comedian. It is a perfect story of misfits 
with the tints of their endless imperfections.

Story of four very different people, bound 
together by love and friendship, on a journey of 
self-discovery. 

An alumnus of Miranda House, Delhi University, Devanshi Sharma is a 
young and dynamic author. No Matter What I Do and Imperfect Misfits 
have been hot-selling ever since their release. 

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World,
except Hindi

Pages:208

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200
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ASHVAMEDHA 
APARNA SINHA 

Ashwin Jamwal has been controlled by a master 
manipulator, who wanted to make him the most 
powerful man on earth. Ashwin steps up to take 
oath as the youngest Prime Minister of India, 
and is unknowingly thrown into a vortex of 
power and authority.
Ashvamedha is a thriller revolving around the 
infamous game of power. 

Aparna Sinha is equipped with a Master’s degree in Management.She 
was forced to quit her lucrative job because of a chronic disease, she 
focused on her sole passion – writing

ISBN : 9789382665762  Pages:224
MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

A MURDER IN GURGAON 
MANISH DUBEY 

A young event manager, an ex-cop’s son, is 
murdered. Inspector Ajai Singh vows justice. 
There is little to begin with, and frustration 
mounts when the initial suspect – a reclusive 
woman with a mysterious past – is found 
missing. Digging deeper, Singh uncovers a 
sordid tale of adultery, blackmail and 
revenge.
Refreshingly told, with a cast of morally 
ambivalent characters and an accent on the 
minutiae of crime, A Murder in Gurgaon will 
keep you hooked till the very end.   

Manish Dubey is a policy analyst with time for politics, cricket, sitcoms 
and PTA work.

ISBN : 9789382665786  Pages:192
MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE
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AKASH VERMA
IT HAPPENED THAT NIGHT

THREE TIMES LOSER

ISBN : 9789380349008

ISBN: 9789380349466; Pages: 200
MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

One hidden truth. One painful betrayal. One 
lost love. It Happened That Night is the 
journey of a 28-year-old modern Indian 
professional’s self-realization.

Megha, Mandira and Shonali receive a letter each. 
From the same man - Alok. Why is he calling them 
after so many years? What is it that he has, which 
he wants to return back to each one of them? 

Akash Verma is currently working with a media company. His work 
has taken him to many places, that helped him shaping his stories.

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200

A BROKEN MAN

ISBN : 9789382665694

Krishna is a Dalit boy from Bihar, who 
struggles against prejudices.Chhavi is a high 
caste Brahman girl, fighting for the other’s 
rights. After Krishna saves Chhavi from getting 
torched during a protest against reservation, 
love slowly blossoms, only to be ruthlessly 
crushed by the society.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:240
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LOVE YOU FOREVER 
ABBYSHEK CHANDRA

ISBN : 9789387022706

After three years of their relationship, 
Shalini dumps Abby brutally. But love 
shows up again in his life in the form of 
Myra, who he marries. She changes him 
back to his innocent self, but when life 
throws a curve, she herself turns evil. 

Abbyshek Chandra is an author, serial entrepreneur and a leading 
educationist. He holds a B.Tech and an MBA degree from IIT Roorkee 
and ISB Hyderabad, respectively.

HAPPILY MARRIED HAPPILY DIVORCED
SWATI KUMARI

ISBN : 9789387022614

Varushka is a young and ambitious girl, 
hoping to make her career before settling 
down. But her parents want her to get 
married as soon as possible. When she meets 
Mitash, an eligible bachelor, they soon get 
married and settle in Amsterdam. 

But then, what leads them to a divorce, that 
too a happy one?  

Swati Kumari believes in dreaming and creating her own destiny. She is 
a holistic healer and loves counselling and helping people.  

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages: 208

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:184

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE
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MY MUTE GIRLFRIEND

HIMANSHU RAI 
I AM ALWAYS HERE WITH YOU

ISBN : 9789387022522

Kartik fell in love with Ashima the very first 
time he saw her. But in trying to be with her, 
Kartik made a choice that broke his father’s 
heart. As Kartik and Ashima gear up to step 
into the next phase of their relationship,  
things change drastically, forever. 

Himanshu Rai is a telecom professional, and storytelling has been his 
hobby.His way of writing is often termed as visual writing, because a 
reader can visualize all the action with great ease.

ISBN : 9789387022140

Rohan is a telecom professional posted 
in Meerut and misses his girlfriend, 
Vaidehi, from college days, who had 
stopped interacting with him, without 
giving any reason. My Mute Girlfriend is 
a true romance story of how Rohan 
unravels the answers to why Vaidehi was 
mute for so long and how their life is 
about to change. But little do they know 
that the worst is yet to come. 

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual;
World, except Hindi

Pages:216

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200
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THE LEGENDS OF A STARTUP GUY 

STARTUP SECRETS FROM THE RAMAYANA

GANESHA’S GLOBAL STARTUP 
 PRACHI GARG

ISBN : 9789387022546

Ganesha was born with a silver spoon and 
yet, decided to write his own destiny. It is 
the story of how an entrepreneur is born, 
the story of his challenges, and his actions 
to sail through them. 

Ram was the go-to guy for all queries related 
to business in Ayodhya. But he has to start 
afresh in Chitrakoot with his beloved wife 
and brother. This book slates down 
entrepreneurship lessons based on the 
wisdom of the revered god.

Ganesha started off with a failed startup, but 
bagged ‘entrepreneur of the year’ award in 
the end. Ganesha's Global Startup is a 
gripping tale of an entrepreneur's challenges 
when he wishes to expand and ways in which 
he beats all odds.

Prachi Garg was born into a business family. Despite being an MBA and 
computer science graduate, she chose the unconventional field of 
travelling and writing. 

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:176

ISBN : 9789387022836
MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World,
except Hindi

Pages:144 

ISBN : 9789390441303
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:168 
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MODERN HINDI SHORT STORIES

FOREWORD BY BHISHAM SAHNI; 
INTRODUCTION BY RAJSHREE BOSE

Handpicked gems of stories by veterans in 
the genre of short story – such as Amarkant, 
Bhisham Sahni, Kamleshwar, Nirmal Varma 
and Mohan Rakesh – have been combined 
with works of younger writers who became 
the torch-bearers of the forward movement 
of the people.

Of special interest are the works of women 
writers such as Krishna Sobti and Mannu 
Bhandari, who made sure that women were 
heard and read – loud and clear.

ISBN : 9788194241447
MRP :  `295/- Format: Paperback

Pages:240

WORLD’S MOST POPULAR SHORT STORIES 

MAUPASSANT, ANTON CHEKHOV, 
O HENRY, SAKI

ISBN : 9789387022867

This collection of short stories by the 
master crafters is a mixture of tragedy and 
humorous satire, irony and the macabre, in 
which the frivolities and hypocrisy of the 
conventional society are viciously 
pilloried. 

Handpicked stories by four great writers:
Guy de Maupassant, Anton Chekov, O Henry and Saki.

MRP :  `295/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:280
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Deepak Srivastava is an IT professional based in Pune and works for 
an investment bank. 

DEEPAK SRIVASTAVA

ISBN: 9788194790808  Pages:200
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World,
except Hindi

Nikhil and Neha’s lives turn upside down 
when their specially-abled son Raghu 
goes missing from a train. In trying to 
find Raghav, Nikhil comes face to face 
with his own past that he has been 
running away from.

A LOVE SO SPECIAL

LOVE UNEXPECTED
RITU KAKAR

Kaira is falling for the magnetic 
entrepreneur Aveer, but Drew is like the 
devil from her past, not letting her follow her 
desires and heart. Amidst confusions of a 
promising future and the demons of the past, 
will love find a way forward?

Ritu Kakar is an avid reader who loves writing romance stories. The 
fireworks in her marriage keep her heart young, and her stories, so full of 
love.   

ISBN : 9789387022843
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200
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Uday Singh is a philosopher, economist, and engineer with a firm belief 
in the progressive march of humanity.

Upendra has spent eleven years in corporate mechanical culture, with an 
inherent love for comics and history. Changali is a compulsive writer 
whose first love is cinema.

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE

UDAY SINGH

UPENDRA DHARAMADHIKARI
& CHANGALI ANAND

POKHRAN

ISBN : 9789387022874    

The success of the ‘Smiling Buddha’ nuclear 
test marked the rise of India as a nuclear 
power in 1974. But the nuclear fallout that 
had lasting impact on the inhabitants of 
Pokhran. 

A heady page turner, at its very core, this is 
an exceptional journey of revenge, courage, 
love and the unbeatable human spirit.

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
�������������������Audio-visual; World,
except Hindi

Pages: 232

ISBN: 9789382665212  Pages:208
MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

The Taj Mahal is going to be blown off and 
with it the visiting ex-President of USA. Or 
so has been impeccably planned by Major 
Salim Khan, an undercover ISI operative.

The only clue that the intelligence 
agencies have is the enigmatic Object No. 
27, a rare Mughal relic. History Professor 
Narayan Shastri, along with the best men 
from Indian Intelligence, try to unlock the 
code.

THE PRINCESS IN BLACK
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A PLEASANT ESCAPE
PIYUSH ROHANKAR

ISBN : 978-8194790822

When Alok Shirke decided to prepare for the 
mother-of-all-exams – UPSC Civil Service – 
little did he know that the journey would turn out 
to be much more than just books and classes. 
Will Alok crack the exam, or will he be just one 
of the many soon-forgotten aspirants? Will a 
strange revelation make him see his life as A 
Pleasant Escape?

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������World, except Hindi

Pages:232

BEYOND A HEARTBEAT 
ASHNA KEDIA

ISBN : 9789387022454

Raina Kapoor, a confident and intelligent 
beauty forced to stay in a place where she 
doesn’t quite belong. Aryan Malik, a goofy and 
charming man, quick with his tongue, but even 
quicker with his smile. After facing the toughest 
tests, can they possibly come out alive?

Ashna Kedia is an author and artist from New Delhi. She dabbles in 
poetry, stories and song writing, and often posts her work on social media. 

Piyush is an Indian Civil Servant from Nagpur and the first to have 
written a thriller on the lives of IAS aspirants. He is also a poet and an 
avid reader.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192
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Ashish Sinha is working as a software architect with an MNC in Denver 
and wrote this book from his own life experiences.

Vijaya is working as a Technology Lead with Infosys in Bangalore and 
has been writing since her college days. 

BITTEN BY LOVE

HOLDING ON TO LOVE
ASHISH SINHA

VIJAYA S

ISBN : 9788194241478

Anu is young, simple and carefree, gearing up 
for her first job at Oasis Ltd. She gets paired 
with Abhi in her first assignment with the Indian 
IT giant. Little does she know that the pairing is 
not a mere coincidence, but a plan by destiny.

This book takes you through an exhilarating 
and heart touching journey of friendships and 
love, driven by destiny, hope and 
determination.

Disha and Ashu have just started on their 
love-journey when the latter is diagnosed 
with a fatal liver disease, the only way out to 
which is a transplant. This is an astonishing 
true story of Ashu’s will to defeat destiny, 
backed by Disha’s faith in the power of their 
love.

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:224

ISBN : 9789387022904
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:176
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BROKEN BY LOVE
SHALAKA NADHE

ISBN : 978-9390441129

Sushmita and Sumit complement each other 
perfectly and are surely a match made in 
heaven. Raghav is a business tycoon, and when 
Raghav sees Sushmita, he cannot get her out of 
his mind. Broken by Love is an intense tale of 
love, deep passion and the dark world of 
obsession. It is an emotional story that 
re-kindles faith in togetherness and the eternal 
power of true love.

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:168

THE PROMISES WE MADE
ROHAN JAIN

ISBN : 978-9390441051

Raj and Sofia meet in Switzerland and fall in 
love. They are inseparable in the tenure of their 
internships after which they return to their 
native places in India and Germany. A long 
distance relationship that changes the definition 
of love, this book is a journey of two people and 
their promises to life.

Rohan Jain  is an alumnus of IIT-Kanpur and IIM-Ahmedabad, currently 
working as consultant in a global management consulting firm. 

Shalaka is a senior IT professional and avid reader, living up her 
childhood dream of becoming an author.

MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:208
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KAHLIL GIBRAN

JIGAR PRAJAPATI

THE PROPHET AND OTHER WORKS

ISBN : 978-8194790875   

Kahlil Gibran is one of the most celebrated 
writers of all time. His work is believed to 
enlighten and transform lives. This book is a 
collection of Gibran’s notable works that 
exude positivity and inspire to live – The 
Prophet, The Broken wings and A Tear and a 
Smile.

Kahlil Gibran was an artist, a poet and a 
writer. He is deemed to be a literary and 
political rebel in the Arabic world. 

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:216

ISBN: 978-9390441068  Pages: 168
MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Maan falls for Naaz at first sight, but does 
not know if it is love. Not sure if Naaz 
shares his feelings, he decides to marry 
Kiara. But things don’t turn out as 
expected, and Maan feels lost in the world 
of confusion, chaos and the demon called 
love. It Must Have Been Love is an 
enchanting story of confused emotions 
and the purity of true love.

IT MUST HAVE BEEN LOVE

Jigar Prajapati holds a Master’s degree in Construction Management 
and is passionate about reading and writing.
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SHIVANI SINGHAL

ASHWIN KARTHIK

THE LOVER IN MY DREAMS

ISBN : 978-9390441143    

Naina wants to pursue her dreams, but is 
married to Veerain in an arranged alliance. 
Things turn into a holy mess when she sees 
Raghav in her dreams, making love to her. 
She has all but forgotten Raghav, but he 
keeps coming back like a past life 
connection.

MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:216

ISBN: 978-9390441044  Pages: 152
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

A renowned scientist is sipping his drink 
in a five star suite when he drops dead. 
When a neuroscientist is found dead a few 
days later, Inspector Abinay Chaturvedi is 
perplexed at the common evidence found 
at both the crime scenes – a carved arrow 
with a mysterious engraving. Inspector 
Abinay is out to find the killer.

FACELESS: 
THE MYSTERY OF THE CARVED ARROW

Ashwin Karthik  is an engineer by profession and a writer by choice. 
Now holding a rich work experience of more than a decade in the 
corporate world, he is the first quadriplegic cerebral palsy student in 
India to have become an engineering graduate.

Shivani is pursuing doctorate in Law from Delhi. She has a readers’ 
network of more than two lakh followers.
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MY HAPPILY EVER AFTER

PLEASE BE MINE FOREVER
NIKITA GUPTA

SANJAY SHARMA

ISBN : 9789387022751

Keshav first meets Aditi in college, where 
they both are studying to fulfil their 
parents’ wishes, not their own dreams. As 
they choose different paths to move on in 
life, they are both broken in some 
irreparable way, till destiny brings them 
back together.

Aryan and Chahat are made for each other, 
and life is going per plan till Chahat 
vanishes one day. Aryan is broken to bits, but 
there is no clue of her. Years later, he is 
trying to move on with his fiancé when he 
meets Chahat again. Will he be able to win 
back his love?

Sanjay Sharma teaches in an engineering college and loves to write 
motivational stories based on life.

Nikita Gupta is a young and dynamic student of fashion designing, 
who loves crafting love stories just as much.

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192

ISBN : 9789387022768
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200
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SIN IS THE NEW LOVE 

THE SINFUL SILENCE 
ABIR MUKHERJEE

When the corpse of an eminent businesswoman 
is found in a lavish suite locked from inside, 
Noida police is baffled. As the rookie IPS 
officer Vayu Iyer investigates the complex 
crime, he finds an open-ended suspect pool.

His journey becomes harder under the 
supervision of a corrupt, grumpy, drug-addict 
DCP who is on a killing spree.

Ahi is an aspiring publisher and wishes to make 
it big someday. When her favourite author’s 
autobiography lands on her table, she doesn’t 
know if it’s real or someone’s trap. It could get 
her a big breakthrough, but little does she know 
that it would turn her world upside down 
completely.

ISBN : 9789390441365  Pages:216
MRP :  `225/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

ISBN : 9789387022324

Abir Mukherjee was born and brought up in Bardhaman, a small town of 
West Bengal. He is currently living in Bangalore having completed more 
than 8 years as an IT Professional. He loves to sketch and write in his spare 
time.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:216

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE
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FOREVER YOURS
RISHABH PURI

ISBN : 9789387022713

Kabir is a true blue Delhi guy, living a life most 
can only dream of, but a phone call changed his 
life forever. Aamna had got abducted and 
threatened into being an escort. After being 
rescued by Rashi’s team, Aamna meets Kabir, 
and life starts looking brighter. 

SEDUCTIVE AFFAIR

INSIDE THE HEART OF HOPE 

ISBN : 9789387022270     

ISBN : 9789382665960

Rajesh and Prisha find themselves getting 
close to each other while covering a story for 
their article. 

Rick has a medical condition that makes his life 
different from the rest. He sees this as an opportunity 
to cherish life. 

Rishabh Puri is an entrepreneur of Indian origin with businesses in 
Nigeria, Dubai and China. Despite his demanding day job, he finds time to 
indulge in his passion for writing fiction. 

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages: 208

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:184

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:136
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NIKHIL MAHAJAN
WHITE SMOKE

ISBN : 9789382665953    

Virat studies in a renowned boarding school 
in Shimla, trying to fight the pain of his 
mother’s death and his father’s ignorance. 
That’s when he finds a picture in a library 
book.

Chilling reality of life, friendship, love and 
deceit behind the curtain of White Smoke. 

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:152

Soon to be a Motion Picture

ISBN: 9789380349633 Pages: 160
MRP :  `100/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

An email to the author saying “I hate 
you” turns into a romantic story. Based 
on real life events, this is an electrifying 
romance from the pre-digital era. 

A LITTLE LOVE INCIDENT

Nikhil Mahajan hails from Jammu & Kashmir, and is a physiotherapist 
by profession. His bestselling titles have been in the news for its witty 
content and language.  

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE
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THE OTHER SIDE OF HER

HARI KUMAR K

ISBN : 9789387022416

Revati had everything that a girl could wish 
for. However, her life turns upside down after 
she lost her love in a car accident. She moves 
to a hill station where she gets entangled with 
a murder that happened fifteen years ago.  
How far will one go to give justice to a dead 
girl? 

THAT FREQUENT VISITOR

WHEN STRANGERS MEET

ISBN : 9789382665304    

ISBN :9789380349930

Why are outsiders not allowed on Vypeen Island 
after sunset? What brought Richard Baxter from 
Calcutta to Kochi in 1948? Who is the visitor 
that the fishermen fear so much? 

Father-son relationship from the points of view 
of the three main characters in the book. 

Hari Kumar K is a bestselling author and screenwriter. Continuing with 
his fascination for the unknown, Hari has written two books and two films 
in the paranormal genre. He is one of the top horror/thriller writers of 
India.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������World

Pages:208

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:216

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:216

Adapted as Bhram, a popular web series starring Kalki Koechlin
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LOVE LASTS FOREVER...
VIKRANT KHANNA

ISBN : 9789382665175

Ronit falls madly in love with Aisha the moment he 
meets her at his graduation day from a naval 
college. He believes, he has found his perfect soul 
mate, until he gets married to her. A week later, he 
completely hates her. As they are left fighting for 
their lives; they confront if love truly can last 
forever?

WHEN LIFE TRICKED ME 

ISBN :9789380349428

Vik and his friends are quite laid-back. Fun is 
considered to be an in-thing. Welcome to this world 
where everything else is made to wait. But, will time 
wait for them? 

Vikrant Khanna is a sailor by profession and a writer by passion.

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:256

THE INDIA I DREAM OF…

ISBN : 9789380349794    

Harsh, Dev and Nikita keep complaining until one 
fateful day, an incident changes their thoughts. 

MRP :  `100/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
����������������� Audio-visual; World

Pages:224
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TINKLING OF THE BELL… 
BEFORE IT RINGS

SONIKA SHANDILYA

ISBN: 9789387022805 Pages: 200
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

LISTEN TO YOUR
HEARTBEATS
Sonam meets RV on a solo trip. What 
begins is not just a bond, but also a 
journey to fulfil their dreams of making 
up a truck band. With innocent dreams 
and loving hearts, this story weaves 
magic. 

Sonika Shandilya pours her creativity in writing and enjoys the 
concoction of words in a story. 

ISBN : 9788188575541 

When Jai met Sakshi, he couldn’t have 
imagined that one day he’d be visiting 
Europe with her for a countryside 
fashion tour. When Sakshi met Jai, she 
barely knew their friendship would run 
deeper than anything she had ever 
wished for.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:184
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37+ GRACE MARKS
VISHAL ANAND

ISBN : 9789382665977

Viraj falls in love with his classmate 
Nimisha, who could make boys go crazy. 
Viraj wants more from his life despite getting 
grace marks to pass.

Life has led Viraj to the edge of a cliff. He has 
a choice to make – to forget everything and 
jump or to fight.

TILL THE END OF FOREVER 
VIVAKSH SINGH

ISBN : 9789387022218

The past is always mysterious. It neither 
leaves completely, nor stays fully. Who 
would know it better than Ayaan and 
Avani. When these two crumbled souls 
met, they realized in their togetherness 
that only a broken piece can complete 
another. 

Vivaksh Singh studied Mining Engineering from Udaipur. He spends most 
of his time travelling and writing web series, articles and manuscripts.

Vishal Anand works in the marketing team of a digital transformation 
company.

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:200

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:232
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ISBN: 9789387022722 Pages: 208
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Shibaji Bose works closely with the wealth management space. He is a 
life enthusiast, an uncompromising foodie, with an impressive sense of 
humour.

SOMETIMES IT HAPPENS
KARAN SHARMA

ISBN : 9789387022478

Gautam, a twenty-five-year-old upcoming 
professional and Roshni, a senior 
management member working in the same 
multinational bank.

Will two smart professionals listen to their 
hearts or will they listen to their minds to 
avert what may be the biggest blunder of their 
lives? 

After his father’s demise, Aryan takes it upon 
himself to earn back the family home, and 
help his siblings. Struggling to find some 
self-worth in a merciless world, he is helped 
by three strong women who show him the 
way forward into life. This book is a heady 
cocktail of familial bonds, hope, vengeance 
and love.

TILL WE MEET AGAIN
SHIBAJI BOSE

Karan Sharma is a commerce graduate and a battle-hardened 
businessman. Sometimes It Happens is a testament to his storytelling and 
creative skills.   

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:160
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ISBN: 9789387022737  Pages: 232
MRP :  `250/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

42 DAYS OF LOVE 
VIKAS TRIVEDI, SMITA AGARWAL

ISBN : 9789387022690

Donna is a passionate explorer and loves deep 
sea diving. She has vowed to dig out the great 
sunken treasure of the Indian Nizam. Aboard 
an old submarine, along with a veteran 
handpicked crew, the expedition that ensues 
flips Donna’s life forever. 

Who could have thought Gaourav would be 
stabbed to death for walking the right path? 
Stuck in the web of bookmaking and betting, 
things turn ugly for the friends who used to bet 
for fun. With underworld involvement and a lot 
of money at stake, this  book is a thrilling, 
nail-biting read.

Vikas is a professor of Psychology and Literature, while Smita is a 
designer and an extremely successful Pranic healer. 

SHOW ME THE MONEY
ELA MITA

Elamita is a profound observer of her surroundings and people, which 
inspire her stories. She also writes poems, songs and short stories. 

MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192
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THE GREAT WAR OF HIND
VAIBHAV ANAND

ISBN : 9789382665465

Around 12000 B.C., Hindustan as we know it 
today, comprised five kingdoms of man, 
sandwiched between Parbat – the kingdom of 
the Gods in the north, and Lunka – the kingdom 
of the demons in the south. Story of the military 
general called Ramm in the kingdom of Ayodh 
and how his actions came to define our world as 
we know it today.

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:184

ISBN: 9789382665076  Pages: 324
MRP :  `250/-  Format: Paperback
������������������Indian subcontinent

This book gives its readers an exclusive 
account of the life of young Jahanara, who 
finds herself crowned the Queen of India by 
her father, the Mughal King Shah Jahan. 
When Mumtaz Mahal, the Queen of India, 
passes away, Shah Jahan decides to break 
the trend, and instead of passing on this title 
to one of his many wives, passes it on to his 
young daughter.

Vaibhav Anand is a marketing professional working with an MNC by 
day, writer by night.Vaibhav is also one of the top contributors to Faking 
News, the satire portal. An avid bibliophile, he lives on books.

MISTRESS OF THE THRONE
RUCHIR GUPTA

Ruchir Gupta practices medicine in New York, where he lives with his 
wife and daughter. His interests include reading, traveling, learning 
history and blogging.
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ISBN: 9789387022781 Pages: 200  
MRP :  `199/- Format: Paperback 
������������������Audio-visual; World

Sourabh Mukherjee is the bestselling author of two psychological 
thriller novels, and two short story collections much appreciated by 
readers.

THE SINNERS
SOURABH MUKHERJEE

Vikram Oberoi is found dead in his 
penthouse. A few hours ago, his 
involvement in a sex scandal in NexGen 
Technologies made headlines across the 
world. Who is behind the sinister 
conspiracy that destroyed Vikram Oberoi, 
the philandering India Head of NexGen? 
The Sinners is a fast-paced thriller with a 
shocking twist in the end.

IN THE SHADOWS OF DEATH

ISBN : 9789382665571

Sheetal Mehra,  is found murdered in the toilet 
of a Kolkata hotel after an office party. ACP 
Agni Mitra finds out about her adulterous 
ways as he starts investigating into the 
murder. As more murders rock the city, it is 
not too long before the battle of wits with his 
unseen adversary turns personal for Agni. 

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:224

�����������������������������������
����������������
����
������������	������������
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ISBN: 9789387022652 Pages: 232 
MRP :`299  Format: Paperback 
������������������World

ISBN : 9789382665557 Pages: 288 
MRP :`250 Fomat: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Moitrayee Bhaduri is a writer and content specialist based in Mumbai. 
The Sinister Silence is her first novel.

Abhishek Srivastava is a technical consultant engineer at TCS, currently 
heading IT infrastructure services at Jamshedpur. He is also a sketch artist, 
always willing to explore new domains.

THE RED SPY
ABHISHEK SRIVASTAVA

Arya is a young RAW recruit, pumped up 
about his first assignment as reinforcement 
to a veteran spymaster. But Arya finds 
himself being interrogated by the very 
terrorist he is after – Mir. Arya evolves into 
the perfect weapon, but will he be in time to 
save RAW and his country’s repute?  Or 
turn out to be a pawn in the game of master 
spies and espionage?

THE SINISTER SILENCE
MOITRAYEE BHADURI 

When ace software engineer Saahil is found 
battling for his life, it looks like an 
attempted suicide. However, Saahil's family 
strongly denies that possibility and calls in 
ex-super-cop-turned detective Mili Ray to 
investigate. The police discover the body of 
Saahil's colleague Farzad. Is there a link 
between these ghastly attacks and Saahil's 
cutting-edge invention – the PA software?

SOON TO BE A 
MOTION
PICTURE
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ARE YOU KIDDIN’ ME?
ANIRBAN DAS

ISBN : 9789387022584

A collection of humorous stories from our 
everyday lives. From the aspirations of a 
wannabe entrepreneur to the fate of the 
student who thinks he knows more than his 
teachers; from a young management trainee 
in love with his boss’s daughter to the 
out-of-body experience of an urban man. 
Each story has been carefully crafted to 
brighten up your day.

Anirban Das did MBA twice, first from NMIMS Mumbai and then from 
IIM Ahmedabad. Apart from writing, he loves music and food.

2 PEG KE BAAD 
NIKITA LALWANI

ISBN : 9789382665656

Cllection of  fourteen short stories that 
happened after two pegs.  The book started as a 
blog with people from across the world sharing 
their stories, ideas, confessions and beliefs. 
Though the book does not intend to encourage 
drinking alcohol in any sense, here’s to 
celebrate every emotion that kicks after a few 
pegs. 

Dr. Nikita Lalwani considers herself to be married to writing and is very 
happy with that. She considers herself a workaholic and loves exploring 
different aspects of life.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:216

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:176
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Shanaya Taneja is a marketing professional who loves to observe life 
and relationships around her.

Bhaavna Arora is a new-generation writer who is an avid learner from 
life. A philanthropist at heart, she works closely with an institute for 
special children.

THE DELIBERATE SINNER
BHAAVNA ARORA

ISBN : 9789382665205

Rihana is an adventurous and free-spirited girl, 
until she marries Veer.While they appear 'happily 
married', their strong personalities are at odds. 
Veer, for the most part, is insensitive to Rihana’s 
physical and emotional needs, leaving her feeling 
incomplete. Can they work out their differences? 

THE PLEASURE IS ALL MINE
SHANAYA TANEJA

THE NAUGHTY PROPOSAL 

ISBN : 9789382665724

ISBN : 9789382665342

Trisha wants to be rich and famous.Sanjay is a 
happy man with a beautiful wife and roaring 
extra marital affairs. Bharti dares to break free. 
Ankit is a guy who thinks from his heart. When 
their lives mingle and feelings kindle, dirty 
secrets are revealed.

A wild night of pleasure brings up The Naughty 
Proposal, that takes Tara, Sneha, Dheeraj and 
Abhimanyu on a bumpy ride from one bed to 
another. 

MRP :  `120/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:162

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:176

MRP :  `80/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:96
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P.C. Balasubramanian is a Chartered Accountant by qualification and an
author by accident. He is an ardent admirer of Rajinikanth. This is his first
fiction, an experiment, and he loves to experiment, just like he did with his
career.

READY..STEADY..EXIT
PC BALASUBRAMANIYAM

ISBN : 9789382665403

Gautam completed Chartered Accountancy 
and landed up with Anand to launch an 
Accounting Services company named FAB. He 
finds love in the same profession, without much 
ado. That’s when Vimal comes in with a 
delectable package and his beautiful sister 
Ruchi agrees to support these starry-eyed 
entrepreneurs with her marketing acumen. It is 
a humorous, dramatic, romantic and 
entertaining read. 

An electronic engineer by qualification and a passionate writer by choice, 
Anshul Sharma has written two best-selling novels. 

WHEN YOU BECAME MY LIFE 
ANSHUL SHARMA 

MRP :  `120/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:184

ISBN : 9789382665021

Neev has always known sorrow as a 
constant companion. He loses everything 
and finds himself at the crossroads. His 
friend Aadi comes to his rescue. Just when 
his life is getting back on track, he meets 
Aashi and falls in love with her. Neev soon 
finds himself involved in trying to fulfil her 
dreams. In doing so he is confronted with 
many life threatening issues. Will Neev 
battle against destiny to be one with his 
love?  

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192
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ANYONE ELSE BUT YOU 
RITWIK MALLIK  

ISBN : 9789380349480

When 17-year-old Siddhant is found dead, a 
series of events unravel the dark truth of 
Indian High Schools.

MRP :  `100/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages: 224

WHO STOLE MY JOB? 
SUNIL MISHRA

ISBN : 9789387022577

Creative Tech has been one of the most 
successful IT companies in India, only 
that it has started faltering of late. 
Marshal Scott is appointed as the CEO 
who has his own mission, he fires many 
employees. Satvik, a middle-level 
manager, can see what is coming, but 
will he be able to stop it? 

Sunil Mishra is an MBA from IIM-Lucknow and holds a B.Tech degree 
from IIT(ISM), Dhanbad. Currently, he is working with Infosys.

Ritwik Mallik enjoys reading and various forms of public speaking. A
Facebook addict and a cricket maniac, he has a liking towards watching
movies as well.

MRP :  `195/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:192
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Anuj Tiwari is India’s most popular writer of inspirational stories and 
author of bestselling novels.He gives guest lectures at various colleges and 
universities. 

JOURNEY OF TWO HEARTS! 
ANUJ TIWARI 

ISBN : 9789380349718

Anuj had never imagined that his feelings 
for the vivacious Pakhi, who didn’t even 
believe in love, would bloom one day. Just 
when things get going, life’s plans go 
against theirs. This story shows the 
importance of love, life, friendship and 
dedication to change the definition of these.

THE CROSSFIRE OF LOVE
DHIREN TIWARI

Dhiren Tiwari is an author along with managing a leadership role at the 
work front. A compulsive traveler, he has earlier authored Punk Sunk
Love.

ISBN: 9789387022799 Pages: 264
MRP :  `250/-  Format: Paperback 
������������������Audio-visual; 
Indian subcontinent

Amaan comes back to his desolate kingdom 
Attanooga after ten long years. When he 
meets Saira, his girlfriend back then, they 
both strike an instant connect again. Being 
a journalist, she decided to make a 
documentary on Amaan and the kingdom, 
but there’s a crazy twist in their tale.

MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World, except Hindi

Pages: 207
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GOOGLED BY GOD
PULKIT AHUJA

Pulkit Ahuja is a serial entrepreneur with experience in founding and 
running disruptive technology start-ups in education, ad-tech and 
transportation domains.

ISBN: 9789382665441 Pages: 176  
MRP :  `195/-  Format: Paperback 
������������������Audio-visual; World

It is a fast moving financial thriller that 
takes the reader on a journey to the dark 
realms of entrepreneurship and technology. 
Revolving around the ever changing worlds 
of stock markets, investments and money, 
the reader soon finds himself in the middle 
of a dangerous game of emotions and 
karma.

Swapnil Khamkar is a Civil Engineer and resides in Pune. He is also a 
motivational speaker and is active in social work. Apart from writing, he 
likes to read and explore new places.

8: THE GAME IS ON 
SWAPNIL KHAMKAR

ISBN : 9789387022065

Neel is a cop, investigating the mysterious 
death of a famous film director. A 
five-hundred-year-old sunken ship carrying 
thousands of artefacts, belonging to Vasco 
da Gama is discovered off the coast in 
Oman. Out of them, eight artefacts are 
missing and Neel tries to unearth the truth 
behind the missing artefacts.

MRP :  `175/- Format: Paperback
������������������Audio-visual; World

Pages:136
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BEST OF RABINDRANATH 
TAGORE: BOX SET

RABINDRANATH TAGORE 

This box set contains Gitanjali, his
translations of poems originally written 
in Bengali, the book that earned him the 
Nobel Prize. It also contains his 
autobiography, My Childhood Days.
The Post Office is a bittersweet tale of a
sick child who longs to see the outside 
world. It also contains other stories 
including The Gardener Mashi. This
collection features some of the best loved 
stories and verses of the great writer.

Some of the best works of Tagore, 
translated into English have been put 
together in this book. Not only do they 
give you a glimpse of social life in the 
contemporary times, but also acquaint 
you with some of the most endearing 
characters of all times.

CLASSIC TAGORE COLLECTION

SELECTED SHORT STORIES

ISBN: 9789380349657
MRP :  `295/-  Format: Paperback 

ISBN: 9788188575366
MRP :  `95/- Format: Paperback 

Special gift
edition
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This book contains handpicked works of 
Tagore in English translation, making 
this a cherished gift. You can read My 
Boyhood Days, Lover’s Gift, The Post 
Office, Chitra, Two Sisters, Sacrifice and 
other plays, and Shesher Kobita. 

The original novel Char Adhyay was his last novel, 
questioning the true patriot and ideas of 
liberation. This is the first complete translation of 
the Bangla novel. The Afterword by Rimil 
Bhattacharya (also the translator) relates the 
controversial history of the novel and draws the 
reader's attention to the poetry in this book.

Translated from Bengali into English by 
Nivedita Sen, this story was also made into a 
film. Its focus on Bengal life, nationalism, and 
social issues makes it a great read. This edition 
with an introduction and short glossary is a 
collector’s dream.

A TREASURE OF TAGORE'S WRITING

FOUR CHAPTERS

THE HOME AND THE WORLD

ISBN: 9789380349664
MRP :  `150/- Format: Paperback 

ISBN: 9788187075936  Pages: 150
MRP :  `145/-  Format: Paperback 

ISBN: 9788188575404  Pages: 311
MRP :  `145/- Format: Paperback 

Rabindranath Tagore was born in 1861 in Calcutta, in the then Bengal 
Presidency of British India. He is credited with modernising Bengali 
literature, freeing it from the classical mould and experimenting with new 
styles. He won the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1913.
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₹175/-

YOU ARE FOREVER
IN MY HEART

Sanjeev Ranjan
�����
�����

 200�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

IN COURSE OF
TRUE LOVE

Sanjeev Ranjan
�����
�����

 216�������
��
�	
�������

₹175/-

IT'S NO LONGER
A DREAM 

Sanjeev Ranjan
�����
�����

 192
�������

��
�	
������	

₹195/-

MEANT TO BE
TOGETHER 
Faraaz Kazi

�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�����	�

₹175/-

THE FULL
CIRCLE

Namrata Gupta
�����
�����

 136�������
��
�	
�����
�

₹175/-

THE 2
SHES

Abhinav Kaushik
�����
�����

 200�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

AT THE THRESHOLD
OF LOVE

Namita Sonthalia
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�	�����

₹195/-

WAS IT
LOVE?

Neha Sultania
�����
�����

 192�������
��
�	
����	��

₹195/-

LOST WITHOUT
HER

Pournima Navani
�����
�����

 232�������
��
�	
����		�

OTHER POPULAR TITLES 
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₹195/-

THE JASMINE
BLOOM

Rajat Narula
�����
�����

 232�������
��
�	
�������

₹175/-

WHEN LOVE
HAPPENS

Manish Kumar
�����
�����

 152�������
��
�	
�����	�

₹175/-

LOVE &
PEACE

Abhishek Kothari
�����
�����

 160�������
��
�	
����
	�

₹195/-

SOCHA BHI
NA THA

Sriman Narayanan
�����
�����

 216�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

AM I STILL IN
LOVE WITH YOU?
Sudhanshu Anand
�����
�����

 216�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

LOVE FOREVER
@RAJPATH

Kalpana Mishra
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�������

₹175/-

COLOURFUL
NOTIONS

Mohit Goyal
�����
�����

 200�������
��
�	
����
��

₹195/-

NICE MEN
FINISH LAST

Pravesh Sidhu
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

LOVE
INC

Shuchi Kapoor
�����
�����

 208�������
��
�	
����	
�
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₹195/-

LOVE IS FOR
LIFE & BEYOND

Yashwant Kanodia
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
����	��

₹195/-

THE SHAADI
BROUHAHA
Anjlee Shah

�����
�����

 216�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

STUPID
CUPID

Ankit Sonthalia
�����
�����

 144�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

TWENTY
TWENTY

Anuraag Srivastava
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�������

₹150/-

RISE OF THE
GREY PRINCE

Arka Chakrabarti
�����
�����

 232�������
��
�	
����	��

₹200/-

THE LEGENDS OF
AMRAPALI

Anurag Anand
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�	����	

₹100/-

OF TATTOOS AND
TABOOS !

Anurag Anand
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�	�����

₹150/-

WHERE THE 
RAINBOW ENDS

Anurag Anand
�����
�����

 208�������
��
�	
�������

₹175/-

LOVE ON
3 WHEELS

Anurag Anand
�����
�����

 168�������
��
�	
�����
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₹195/-

AN INVITATION
TO DEATH

Anil Thakarney
�����
�����

 162�������
��
�	
�����	�

₹195/-

THE FRAGRANCE
OF ROSE

Chirajit Paul
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
������


₹150/-

IT’S NEVER
TOO LATE..

Priyanka Baranwal
�����
�����

 192�������
��
�	
�����
	

₹195/-

WOTTAPLOT!

Santosh Vishwanathan
�����
�����

 208�������
��
�	
�����	�

₹175/-

THE DE-EVOLUTION
BUG

Vaibhav Mukim
�����
�����

 160�������
��

�������	�

₹100/-

WILL YOU MARRY
ME CUPID

Sagar Sahu 
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
�	�����

₹150/-

ONCE UPON A
DHARAM YUDH

Vibhor Tikiya 
�����
�����

 224�������
��
�	
����	��

₹195/-

AN EYE FOR
MY LOVE

Vibhor Tikiya 
�����
�����

 192�������
��
�	
����
��

₹100/-

THE OFF SITE
TAMASHA

Abhay Nagarajan
�����
�����

 227�������
��
�	
�	���	�
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₹100/-

IF GOD WENT
TO B-SCHOOL

Anand and Mani Ganesh
�����
�����

 200�������
��
�	
�	�����

₹150/-

THE JOURNEY
TO NOWHERE

Diptangshu Das
�����
�����

 160�������
��
�	
�	�����

₹100/-

BY THE RIVER PAMPA
I STOOD 

Geeta Abraham Jose
�����
�����

 156�������
��

�

������

₹120/-

AN AFFAIR TO
REMEMBER

Harkeerat Anand
�����
�����

 176�������
��
�	
�������

₹100/-

STUMBLED UPON
DESTINY

Jolsna Rajan
�����
�����

 192�������
��
�	
�	��

�

₹175/-

LOVE, NO MATTER
WHAT

Komal Ahuja
�����
�����

 144�������
��
�	
������


₹295/-

WALKING FROM
THE GALLOWS…

Krishna Datta
�����
�����

 399�������
��

�
����	��

₹95/-

A FISTFUL OF
LIFE (HARDBACK)

Krishna Datta
�����
�����

 199�������
��

�
�������

₹250/-

TIME
IS A FIRE

Vikram Kapur
�����
�����

 250�������
��

�
�������
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₹195/-

IRA OBEROI'S 
PURSUIT OF LOVE

Niti Chopra
�����
�����

 195�������
��
�	
������


₹195/-

WHEN KARMA GOES
UPSIDE DOWN
Dishant Huria

�����
�����

 200�������
��
�	
�������

₹175/-

65 COLOURS
OF RAINBOW

Smit Kapila
�����
�����

 144�������
��
�	
�������

₹175/-

KEEPING UP 
WITH KANEDA
Gaurav Kumar

�����
�����

 136�������
��
�	
�������

₹175/-

STIRRED BUT
NOT SHAKEN

Deep Shiva
�����
�����

 176�������
��
�	
�	���	�

₹250/-

LOGICALLY STUPID,
THAT’S LOVE

Shikha 
�����
�����

 304�������
��
�	
�������

₹195/-

THE MONSOON
MURDERS

Karan Parmanandka
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�����

 200�������
��
�	
������


₹100/-

BEEP YOU !
YOU BEEP HOLE

Smarak Swain
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�����

 184�������
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�	��	��

₹175/-

THE LEGEND OF
YUCK MAN

Smarak Swain
�����
�����

 168�������
��
�	
�������
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₹195/-

CONFUSED
BASTARDS
Manav Vigg
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�����

 224�������
��
�	
�������

₹120/-

A DILLI - MUMBAI
LOVE STORY

Abhimanyu Jha
�����
�����

 232�������
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�	��		�

₹195/-

WWW.
MARRYAGHOST.COM

Abhimanyu Jha
�����
�����
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��
�	
�������

₹195/-

HAPPILY
MURDERED
Rasleen Syal
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�����
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�	
�����
�

₹100/-

THE JADOO OF
YOUR LOVE

S R Saha
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�����

 168�������
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₹100/-

THE EQUATION OF
MY LOVE

Vikram Rana
 200₹195/-

IN SEARCH
OF LOST LIFE
Suravi Kumar

 176 ₹175/-

IT DOESN'T 
HURT TO BE NICE!

Amisha Sethi
 140

₹250/-

THE WAGES
OF LIFE

Vikram Kapur
�����
�����
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��

�

���	��
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₹100/-

AND THEN
IT RAINED….

Gaurav Dashaputra
�����
�����

 224�������
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₹150/-

THE BLOOD ON MY HANDS..
Gaurav Dashaputra & 

Siddhant Kaushik
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�����
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₹120/-

WITH A PINCH
OF SALT

Jas Anand
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�����
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₹195/-

SEDUCED BY
MURDER

Saurbh Katyal
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�����
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₹175/-

BREAKING
FREE

Neha Nayak
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�����
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₹150/-

SINFUL
CROSSROADS
Gaurav Tanwar
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�	

₹100/-

MOHINI
Ramendra Kumar
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₹100/-

HEARTBREAKS & 
DREAMS  ….GIRLS@IIT

Parul Mittal
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�

₹175/-

YOU BEGIN
WHERE I END

Sarang Kawade
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�����
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�
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₹195/-

KEEPING THE
PROMISES

Dhruv Gajjar
�����
�����

 192�������
��
�	
�������

₹100/-

THE LOST
SCRAPS OF LOVE

Nipun Ranjan
�����
�����

 224�������
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₹100/-

IT'S ALL 
ABOUT LOVE…
Tanveer Singh
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₹100/-

TO WHOM IT 
MAY CONCERN

Shariq Iqbal
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₹100/-

YOUR PLACE
OR MINE?

Shariq Iqbal
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�����
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₹250/-

THE DEAD WOMAN
WRITING

Rajat Pillai
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₹195/-

FOR A GIRL
IN A STAR

Ratna Chandu
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�����
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₹150/-

NEVER SAY
GOODBYE
Rajiv Seth

����������������
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�	�����

₹150/-

OOOPS! ‘I’ FELL IN LOVE: 
JUST BY CHANCE
Harsh Snehanshu
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IN LOVE WITH
SIMRAN

Kulpreet Yadav
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₹150/-

SPICY BITES OF
BIRYANI

Ashwina Garg
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₹100/-

CAN'T COOK
A LOVE STORY

Amit Tiwari
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₹100/-

HERE SAT A
KEY MAKER

Makrand Lohire
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₹100/-

WHAT …IF
NOT I.I.T.?

Suhail Abidi
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₹100/-

DANCING WITH
MAHARAJA

Sundar Rajan
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₹100/-

THE JOURNEY
OF ROCK…

Avishekh Das
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₹100/-

SUMTHING OF A
MOCKTALE
Soma Das
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₹100/-

LOVE,LIFE AND
DREAM ON

Animesh Verma
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THE 3 U TURNS
OF MY LIFE

Jitendra 
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₹250/-

GURU WITH
GUITAR
Vikrmn
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₹120/-

10 GOLDEN STEPS
OF LIFE
Vikrmn
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MY FANTASTIC
FAILURE

Shreya Upadhyay
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₹150/-

THE HOMING
PIGEONS
Sid Bahri
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₹150/-

ERROR CODE:: 
** LOVE **

Suman Bhattacharya
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₹150/-

THE DIAMOND
CROWN
V S Rao
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I AM BROKE….!
LOVE ME

Animesh Verma
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₹195/-

PUNK SUNK
LOVE

Dhirendra Tiwari
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ISBN : 9789390441877  Pages: 208
MRP :  `299/-   Format: Paperback

MY LAST LOVE STORY
ARPIT VAGERIA

Well-known for his heartwarming stories of love and life, Arpit is back with a 
story like never before! Gear up for the story that will make you question love 
and make you fall in love too. 

Arpit is the bestselling author of The Girl Next Door, I Still Think About You, 
You are My Reason to Smile, Be My Perfect Ending, among others

THE HAWALA AGENT
SMARAK SWAIN

Deepak Bhide reaches out to Digyen to trace his 
wife, who has suddenly disappeared. A 
corporate spy and CA, Digyen stumbles upon a 
murky plot brewing under the seemingly 
straightforward case. 

Inspired from the real life Jain Hawala Diaries, 
the book is a pacy thriller that unravels secrets 
with nail-biting thrill. 

Smarak Swain is associated with the Income Tax department and has a wide 
experience in financial investigation, tax administration and allied fields.

BASED 
ON A 

TRUE STORY
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ISBN : 9789390441990  Pages: TBD
MRP :  TBD   Format: Paperback

ISBN : 9789390441181  Pages: TBD
MRP :  TBD   Format: Paperback

ISBN : 9789390441709  Pages: TBD
MRP :  TBD   Format: Paperback

Priyanka and Varun never thought love will come their way as such an adventure 
when they tied the knot. The arranged marriage is more like an adventure until the 
nation goes into a lockdown. This is a tale of love and its various hues and the 
power of transformation.

LOVE UNLOCKED
KAVITA BHATNAGAR

A celebrity singer and a man are found dead in her apartment and Detective Agni 
Mitra is called to investigate. Was it suicide or a well-planned murder? The third 
book in the Detective Agni Mitra series, it is a nail-biting thriller.

Sourabh Mukehrjee is a prolific writer, with several thrilling books to his credit.

Harshvardhan works in the anti-financial crime and fraud space. He lives in Abu 
Dhabi, where he writes fiction books with a touch of reality.

Kavita Bhatnagar is an official in the Indian Revenue Service and passionate about 
writing and expressing her thoughts and emotions in words.

THE TRAIL OF BLOOD
SOURABH MUKHERJEE

BORN TO DREAM: THE JOURNEY OF ARVIND AI
HARSHVARDHAN RAO 

Arvind (Aru) who moves to Mussoorie to build his life. He begins from scratch by 
working in a canteen. He starts learning a programming language to enhance his 
skills. In Mussoorie, while his life is taking new turns each passing day, he finds 
himself in the investigation of a murdered businessman.
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